
Pavement open wheel  racing in the Pacific Northwest  has flourished  for many years under several different 
sanctioning bodies. In 1987, based on the need for a new sanctioning body, the N01ihwest Sprint Car Racing 
Association  (NSRA) was born. The series has evolved in rules, tracks and identity over the many years, but 
continues  today as the premier pavement open wheel group  in the Norihwest. These cars are routinely the 
fastest cars to visit each track as demonstrated by holding the single  lap track records at these facilities.
The 2011 NSRA schedule  will include visits to tracks in Southern Oregon, Southern  Idaho, throughout 
State State and one event in Canada.  This allows for exposure of our marketing  partners to be seen across several large markets 
as we travel to and from events with our trailer (traveling  billboard), car displays and media relations  with these communities.

                                                                  About the cars:
A pavement sprint car is a unique looking  machine- noted for the open wheels (no fenders covering the 
wheels) and large wings on top- these cars are exotic on many levels. The motors are fuel injected, 360 cubic
inch small blocks that run on methanol- a cleaner alternative  to gasoline  that burns much cooler. The result 
is a combination that produces  in the neighborhood  of 750 horsepower  in a car that weighs 1600 lbs.is a combination that produces  in the neighborhood  of 750 horsepower  in a car that weighs 1600 lbs. These
machines are flat fast and provide the edge of your seat entertainment that fills the grandstands.
                                 What we hope to accomplish in 2013 :
The B&B Motorsports team, with driver Tony Berry, have competed  locally and regionally  for several 
years at a high level achieving one season championship and several main event victories.  2013 is 
designated  as a growth year; the goal is to take the B&B Motorsports  team to the next level and compete
for the Rookie of the Year Award with the NSRA series. Based on the level of knowledge, past performance 
and the equipment in hand - this team is primed for success.and the equipment in hand - this team is primed for success.
                                            Additional events in 2013 :
The B&B team will compete  in up to three regional Cast Iron motored events throughout  the season. This 
has been the staple of this team's  success  and will approach  each event with victory in mind. Also, the 
ultimate goa l for the team is to compete  in the 2013 Turkey Night Grand Prix, held annually at Irwindale  
Speedway  in Irwindale, California  on Thanksgiving Day. This event has a 70 year tradition  and boasts 
competitors from all walks of professional motorsporis. Previous  winners include, AJ Foyt, Pamelli,Jones,
TTony Stewart and many more.

About the Series:


